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If you are buying a major appliance, you may be offered a service contract. To many consumers, buying a service contract is like buying "peace of mind" from repair hassles. The cost can range from $50 to $500, depending on the length and amount of coverage provided. Some consumers, however, may be paying for more protection than they need.

Before you buy a service contract, consider the following:

**What does the service contract offer?** A service contract, like a warranty, provides repair and/or maintenance for a specific time period. Warranties, however, are included in the price of the product, while service contracts cost extra and are sold separately.

**What is covered by the service contract?** A service contract may cover only certain parts of the product or specific repairs. Read the contract carefully and, if it does not list something as specifically covered, assume that it is not. Service contracts do not cover repairs resulting from misuse or failure to maintain the product properly. Also, you may be obligated to take certain action, such as noticing the company of problems, to insure the service contract is not voided.

**What will the service contract give you that the warranty will not?** Before considering a service contract, make sure you know what your warranty coverage is. Contact the local retailer and go over it or call the 1-800 number for the manufacturer. Carefully compare the coverage of your warranty to the coverage offered by the service contract to decide if the service contract is worth the additional expense. For more information about warranties, send for *Warranties*, a free brochure from the Federal Trade Commission, by writing to: Public Reference, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, DC 20580.

**Is the product likely to need repairs?** You may not benefit from a service contract if the product is unlikely to need servicing or if the potential cost of repairs is very low. Check consumer publications or ask repair professionals about the specific appliance and its repair history. You can also contact the
manufacturer at their toll free or service repair phone number.

**What other costs will you have?** You may have other expenses after you buy a service contract. Service contracts, like insurance policies, often have deductible amounts. Or, you may be charged each time the item is serviced. Some expenses are limited or excluded. For example, you may have to pay cancellation or transfer fees if you sell the covered product or wish to end the contract.

**Where can you get service?** If the service contract is offered by a local retailer or dealer, you may only be able to get local service. Consider the possibility that problems may develop after you move away from the area.

**Who is responsible for the contract?** The Federal Trade Commission often gets letters from consumers who ask what they can do about a service contract company that has gone out of business and cannot repay claims. Unfortunately, there is little recourse available to these consumers. The best way to avoid this situation is to consider, before you sign a contract, whether the company is reputable. Ask your local or state consumer protection office, Better Business Bureau, or state insurance commission if they have any complaints against the company.

**Can you purchase a service contract later?** You may be better able to decide if you need a service contract after you have owned the product for some time. Consider waiting until your warranty period expires to buy a service contract if it is still available.

Although the Federal Trade Commission cannot represent you directly in a dispute with a company, it wants to know if companies are not meeting their service contract obligations. If you have a complaint, write to: Correspondence Branch, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, DC 20580.

<table>
<thead>
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<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
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</table>
| • A service contract, like a warranty, provides repair and/or maintenance for a specific time period.  
• Warranties are included in the price of the product; service contracts cost extra and are sold separately.  
• Make sure you know what your warranty covers before considering a service contract.  
• A service contract may cover only certain parts of the product or specific repairs.  
• Service contracts do not cover repairs resulting from misuse or failure to maintain the product properly.  
• Service contracts often have deductible amounts, as do warranties. |
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